REU Schedule

Week 5: July 3 – July 8, 2006

All meetings will take place in CW 122 unless otherwise noted. Schedule flight lessons during evenings and mornings. YOU SHOULD BE PESTERING THE RESEARCH MENTORS FOR IDEAS AND HELP. To celebrate July 4 Dmitry is organizing a BBQ and trip to Wamego for fireworks. NOTICE THE TRIP TO THE COSMOSPHERE ON SAT!

There will be more stargazing sessions viewing times and directions to the dark-sky site are at (http://www.nckas.org/observsequip.htm).

Monday, July 3:
9:30-11:30 Ryabogin – Convex geometry
1:30-2:50 Koshkin – Feedback and Hamilton-Jacobi equations

Tuesday, July 4:
1:30-2:50 Crane – Intro to Relativity

Wednesday, July 5:
9:30-11:30 Ryabogin – Convex geometry
1:30-3:00 Anderson – Tour of wind tunnel

Thursday, July 6:
1:30-2:45 Nagy – Mathematical problem solving and basic concepts
3:00-4:30 (Union room 209) SUROP – Life in graduate school

Friday, July 7:
9:30-11:30 Auckly – Navier-Stokes equations
1:30-2:50 Crane – Intro to Relativity
6:30-?? After Math, sports, games???

Friday, July 7:
8:30-?? Cosmosphere trip (meet in front of Anderson hall)